I found Jones’ chemistry web page! I understand that even when I’m sick or on vacation the internet is going to be there just waiting for me to use it to pursue my own academic fulfillment!

I know that Mr. Jones is at school every morning really early. I know I can go there any time before school to do my homework – even from other classes! This is a great plan if I find the homework difficult the night before.

I will remember that this class is more like algebra than biology, and that keeping up is really important. “Cramming” can work for memory intensive exams like we had in biology, but it doesn’t for classes like chemistry. Doing my homework every day is what works in this class. Not doing my homework is like showing up to practice without your cleats, racquet, glove, or swimsuit.

I know that (if I finished my questionnaire) this is all I had to do for chem. Today!

Signed ______________________________

Guardian _____________________________